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Foreword 
Despite historical photos, the past is in colour 

Plenty of modellers have for years been painting vehicles and structures belonging to the 
South Eastern and Chatham and Southern Railways. I am one of them. Organising all my 65 
years-worth of paint tins tubes and jars recently, I was struck by how relatively narrow the 
colour range was. I am not an artist, but the word describing an artist’s preferred choice of 
colours, ‘palette’, came to mind. My predominant colours are orange and green, plus black 
and white, and there is a simple reason for this: from 1842 to 1961 in the area covered by the 
SE&CR, green locomotives pulled trains of predominantly brown wagons and crimson or 
green coaches through the green landscape of south-east England. 

Not only vehicles. Until the 1920s, the main source of ballast was shingle. If we could take a 
time-traveller’s balloon over the area, we would see ribbons of orange threading through the 
green landscape. The tops of trains passing along the orange strips would be weathered 
white, except where open wagons had been covered by black sheets. 

If we time-travellers could land and join the train-travellers on platforms, at the same time 
changing from wide-angle view to close-up, we would be struck by the colour of people’s 
clothes, the polished brasswork of locomotives, and the bright lining and lettering of 
carriages. Looking further around, we would be struck by the different co-existing styles of 
coloured lettering, and, if we were there from around 1890, bright coloured enamel 
advertisements,  

Architecturally, brickwork was largely red-orange, with grey roofs of slate or corrugated iron. 
Wooden structures were a stone colour (very pale orange) picked out with brown doors and 
windows, at least until the Southern Railway changed brown for green. Metal structures were 
brown, later overpainted crimson and then green.  

There were exceptions, of course. The purpose of this series of books on painting the SER is 
to detail them, and for that we must use black and white photos as an important source, but 
the reader should not lose sight of the colour that caught the eye then and does on models 
today. For this reason, at the end of each section there is an illustrated discussion on what 
might have been the original colours and how we can easily mix them today. 

Dan Garrett, Weald, 29.6.20 
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Part 2 – Painting SER Locomotives 1879-1898 
Preamble 

There is an amazing continuity in the use of green paint for steam locomotive body colour all 
across the British Isles. There are flirtations, some brief some long-lived, with black, and 
while these have been longer-lasting on freight locomotives, passenger locomotives remain 
largely faithful to green. 

The same is true of the railways originating with the South Eastern in Kent and parts of 
Surrey and Sussex. Their locomotives were largely green from 1842 to until Nationalisation, 
and it continued even then on express classes. There were different greens, and what they 
were is dealt with at the end of this Chapter. Lovers of the Stirling period on the SER and of 
the LCDR will object to this blanket statement, but the black interregnums lasted a mere 10 
or 11 years on the SER and double that on the LCDR. 

Not only were locomotives green, but their bodies and boilers were separated into panels by 
black edging and these were finelined pale on Cudworth locomotives. The first decade or so 
of the SE&CR saw this replaced with a flamboyant lining in three colours, but the black and 
white returned with the Southern Railway. 
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THE STIRLING PERIOD 

Stirling Class O goods  

The SER Locomotive Committee thought they were acquiring an up-to-date engineer in 
James Stirling who would introduce more modern designs. His first versions of the O class 
and the As (all built by the end of 1881) steamed poorly and the A’s bogies were too stiff 
being prone to derailment. Pre-occupied with engineering, Stirling didn’t specify a new 
painting style (if indeed that was the prerogative of the Locomotive Superintendent) and 
these locomotives were painted in the same general style as the Cudworths. 

All photos of the first Os, Nos.279-298 show them looking rather dowdy and uncared for with 
no apparent lining. The photo of No.298 with heightened contrast (below) shows – on the 
tender - three panels of scalloped rectangles and a framing fine line. Neither in original or 
high zoom is there any suggestion of black, suggesting the Early Ashford Schematic. As for 
the locomotive, what could be taken as pale lining around the cab, on driving wheel covers 
and the driving wheel cranks turns out in high zoom to be either chalking or photographic re-
touching. However, the wheel rims show traces of careful brush lining. 

 
A photo of No.289 when zoomed and 
with the contrast increased may have a 
suggestion of a black edging to the cab 
at the bottom. This may be evidence 
that the painting was the Dover Mail 
Schematic rather than Early Ashford.  

Interestingly, one or two photos show 
these first-batch locomotives painted in 
full Wainwright style after that was 
introduced in 1900. Does this suggest 
that when new they were fully lined? 
There is a small amount of evidence to 
suggest they were. 

The cab of No.288 shows pale lining at 
the rear of the cab roof, but not at the 
front. Its boiler – the second detail – 
shows lining either side of the boiler 
band and there is probably a pale line 
inside the splasher beading. No.288 
happens also to be one of the Os 
photographed later on in the early 
Wainwright style, with banding and lining 
on the cab side. 
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The next detail is from a 
photo of early O No. 290 at 
Bromley North. It is probably 
taken in the 1890s, and 
although it is possibly in the 
green paint style, I think that 
is unlikely. The fine bright 
line is probably the yellow 
line of the modified black 
livery which we shall see 
applied to the later Stirling 
locomotives. Whichever 
style, it shows that the early 
Os were probably lined out, 
but with only simple edge 
lining around the cab, in 
contrast to the As which had 
a scalloped decorative 
panel.  

The next batch of Os were 
modified with better boilers, 
a later style of steps, brakes 
on the locomotive driving wheels, and the wooden blocks on the tender brakes replaced with 
iron. They were built over a long period of time, with nine being built in 1882 and 1883 and 
probably originally painted in the Early Ashford Schematic. 

It may be necessary to point out that the Ashford paint shop put many coats of paint on new 
and returning locomotives, from several coats of primer, through undercoat to the body colour 
and then several coats of varnish. There is no evidence, as has been suggested, that this 
practice (common throughout the industry) was truncated for goods locomotives. However, 
lining would have been done at a late stage, probably after varnishing so that mistakes could 
be rubbed out with turpentine without disturbing the body colour. There was probably a single 
coat of varnish over the lining, to get the locomotives out of the shop as quickly as possible, 
so vigorous cleaning could easily remove it, especially if the crew’s rags were ingrained with 
coal and other abrasive dust. 

This loss of lining would apply to all locomotives, but especially to goods and to locomotives 
near the end of their working usefulness. 
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Class A passenger locomotives  

Photos of the A class show them to be better looked after and generally smarter, at least 
after repaints. 

 
 No.159 was built in 1880 
and here looks rather 
worn. This appears to be in 
the original green colour. 
(When repainted in the 
later Stirling black, or in 
SECR “full Wainwright”, 
they are usually smart and 
polished.) The lining 
follows the Early Ashford 
Schematic with no trace of 
black edging, or inside the 
scalloped decorations on 
tender and cab side. This 
is clearer in the enlarged 
detail to the right. 

For all these early Stirling 
locomotives, the evidence is not entirely compelling, but readers should refer to the transcript 
of Moore’s Monthly Magazine later on, which suggests that goods locomotive were indeed 
lined during the black period.  

The evidence of photos of the early Q 0-4-4 passenger tank locomotives is in a different 
category. 
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The Q Class Passenger Tank Locomotives 

A huge number of these were built between 1881 and 1897 – a total of 118 by various 
makers, including Ashford and Neilson Reid. They were 0-4-4s, and were modified over time, 
the most obvious changes being to the size of the bogie wheels: the first batch were 3ft, the 
later ones 3ft 9in. A modeller needs to check all the details very carefully, in both Don 
Bradley, and the tables in the instructions for my kits. 

 

No.312 is by Nelson Reid, and is best photo to show the original paintwork and lining. Firstly, 
we should note the complete absence of brightwork except for the hand-rails and coupling 
rods. 

The lining is very similar in principle to the Dover Mail Schematic, and would seem the same 
if we wrote the order from the outside of bunker and tank side-plates: black, pale, green, 
pale, black, pale, green. Close inspection of this photo and others shows that the riveting has 
been replaced by welding, and there is therefore no angle iron or strengthening strip along 
the edges.   

This may account for the very noticeable difference from the Dover Mails: the outside black 
edging is very much narrower and little more – if any – than the thickness of the white lines. 
As a result, the scalloped rectangles are much 
closer to the footplate than in other Schematics. 
Where the flares are welded to top of tank and 
bunker, the overlap is used to place a pale line.  

This I shall call the Stirling Green Schematic : 

Comparison with the photo of No.312 shows the 
narrow black edging applied to the front driving 
wheel cover with its integral sandbox and to the 
sandbox on top of the side tank. The boiler bands 
appear to be black edged with pale. Modellers of 
later periods may like to note that by removing 
the scalloped decorations, here is something very 
close to the Southern Railway lining style. 

Below the footplate, the valance is a red-brown of 
some sort, fine-lined pale with fine black edging. 
The steps follow this pattern too. On these early Stirlings, he perpetuated the wooden flitched 
buffer beam, and the end is painted. 
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After 1883 new Q tanks with larger bogie wheels appeared in lined black described for the Fs 
below. 

The F Class Passenger 4-4-0s 

Don Bradley notes that the first locomotive to be painted in this startlingly new way was the 
first of the F class, No.205. It was run in, painted works grey, in December 1883. Returned to 
the paint shop, the new black style with vermilion lining was applied just before Christmas; 
the locomotive then went to Bricklayers Arms and was first rostered for Continental 
expresses on 3 January 1884. 

Based on photos and CAD tracing, here is what I shall call the Stirling Black & Red 
Schematic.   

 
Note 1: 

The majority of photos of Fs in black show them with extra yellow lines which come later.  

Note 2:  

There are not many photos where the lining hasn’t rubbed off in places, particularly. around 
the steps where the men’s boots must have scraped past as they climbed up, and generally 
where cleaning has taken place. The lining shown in the above Schematic represents how 
they probably emerged from the paint shop. 

Note 3: 

High zoom tracing shows that the red lines were painted with a ½” brush. 

Note 4: 

Either side of the handrails, there is a 2” wide band of black before the red line. However, 
around the top of the cab, the black is only ½” or so wide around the beading that becomes 
the top of the handrail. I expected this narrow black with red line to be repeated at the front 
side edge of the cab and over the roof, but can find no photo showing this.  

Note 5: 

There are red lines either side of the boiler bands. However, I think there is no red line on the 
side of the firebox ‘boiler’ band where it meets the cab front. This is for two reasons. The first 
is that the red line is painted on the boiler cladding, not on the bands. The second is that the 
front of the cab can be seen in a small number of photos to be red lined ½” or so from the 
edge and this line is taken around the firebox, ½” or so away from the band. 
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When I painted a Stirling locomotive model in the black style, it was interesting to see that 
while the lining was clear from a scale 40ft or so, from four or more times that distance the 
red disappeared. As a modeller who hates lining out, I ran my next model for a while without 
any red lining in the hope I could get away with it. The answer was quite simply no. At a 
distance the black looked very ‘dead’, and the first locomotive by comparison looked much 
better. In other words the red lining is there to the eye if only subliminally. 

This may be partly why finding good photographic illustrations of the black and red style is 
not easy. Cameras don’t do ‘subliminal’. Of the photos we have, many show locomotives in 
worn condition, and many others show them in the later styles. This photo of No.199 (with the 
enlarged detail) is probably one of the best.  

 

Note that the number plate is centred half-way between the lines above and below it and the 
company coat of arms is similarly centred on the front driving wheel cover. There is no brass 
work, even where we might expect it: the beading around the covers. The day was bright, 
which accounts for what might be thought of as a brass safety valve base but other evidence 
points to black period Stirling locomotives having painted bases. 
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However, on at least some locomotives, the crew removed 
the paint and polished the steel of the smokebox front 
handrail and door hinges. Quite possibly they were making 
a point. 

As I have noted with regard to my models and can be 
confirmed by photos, the red lining becomes almost 
invisible when seen from a distance, and some years later, 
possibly c1890, a yellow line was added. 

 

The Yellow line 

The yellow line, on the insides of the red line, make a huge difference as can be seen in the 
Stirling Black Red & Yellow Schematic.  Suddenly the red becomes more obvious and the 
whole style is much more eye-catching. 

Note 1: 

The conversion process from CAD to jpeg and the narrowness of the lines means that some 
of the yellow lines appear to have disappeared. Check with photos. 

Note 2: 

CAD tracing shows that the yellow lines were added against the red lines and the yellow 
seems – to my eye – to make the red more obvious. 

Note 3: 

In some photos, identifiable by the yellow line, there seems to be red and yellow added 
around the front of the cab side plate as shown here. (Contrast Note 4 of the Original Black 
Schematic.) 

Note 4:  

The yellow line has been added ahead of the red line on the firebox band against the cab 
front but not, it appears, either side of the other boiler bands.
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There are a number of well-exposed photos showing the yellow line version, especially in the 
Roberts collection (for example of No.137). Below is a photo of No.198 at Bricklayers Arms 
showing all the features. Below it are two details. I think the possible yellow line around the 
boiler bands are the result of strong sunlight, as they’re not apparent in the Roberts photos. 
Contrast the yellow lined band against the cab where its bright colour is very obvious. 

In high zoom the cylinders of the steam reverser show scalloped 
decorations that can be seen later on Wainwright locomotives. 

The return to a green colour 

A small number of sources collated by Peter Tangye show that a new painting style was 
ordered during 1893. It probably only began to appear the following year as locomotives 
returned to Ashford for repainting and I shall refer to it as the 1894 style. Later I shall provide 
a Schematic, but first we need to turn to an important summary of paint and lining on 
locomotives from c1880. 

Moore's Monthly Magazine No. 3, March 1896 

This contains a very helpful summary of different Company’s painting styles for locomotives, 
carriages and wagons. I quote the South Eastern locomotive notes in full, because Peter 
Tangye’s separation by locomotive class has led to misinterpretation. However, I have 
modified the text by separating it into numbered paragraphs to make annotation 
unambiguous. I have retained some of Moore’s odd punctuation and spacing. 
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1. Here are various styles of painting at present in use for the engines of the South Eastern 
Railway.  

2. The standard tank and goods engines are black, lined as follows: Round the cab, tanks, 
&c., an outer red line, then two red lines with a space between to form a panel, and a thin 
yellow line inside, this latter, however, does not appear on all the goods; the frames and 
wheels are black, with red lines. The buffer beams are vermilion, with a black edge and a 
separating fine white line.  

3. The " Watkin " passenger engines have been always painted a dark green, with black 
bands, bordered with white lines for the boilers, cabs, tenders, &c., and dark brown for the 
framing, with black edging and a fine white line; the buffer beams being vermilion 
bordered and lined as above.  

4. The four coupled bogie express engines were originally an invisible green with dark brown 
frames; after this their colour changed to black, lined similar to the tanks just described; 
and latterly the painting of the 7-ft. engines has assumed a medium green. The tenders, 
cabs, and splashers are bordered round in black with a fine line of red inside, then a 
yellow line, and next a heavy black band to form panels, having a red line on each side. 
The frames are red brown with a black edge and a vermilion line, with another white one 
inside; the wheels are green with black stripes, having fine yellow lines on each side; the 
buffer beams are vermilion 'edged with black and a fine yellow line.  

5. All engines have bright brass, number plates, but the back grounds vary; some are 
vermilion, some lake, and others black. The interiors of the cabs are painted the same 
colour as the exteriors. The remaining "Cudworth" engines are still painted as formerly; 
the passenger engines being a dark green, with black bands and white lines, the framing 
a red brown, and the tenders marked out in three panels; but the goods engines are a dull 
olive green, with black bands only. 

Note 1: 

Paragraph No.1 shows that the list is a summary of what could be seen in 1896. Don Bradley 
and others have assumed that it means the yellow line was added in 1896. 

Note 2: 

The description of the application of the yellow lines doesn’t seem quite right. High zoomed 
photos show what must be a yellow line inside the outer red line, and this is shown in my 
Schematic for the F. As for the yellow line not appearing on all goods, if this is correct it may 
absolve modellers from adding the line to Os and Rs. 

Note 3 : 

Numerous b/w photos of the Ironclads confirm the description in Paragraph 3 and show that 
they follow the Late Cudworth Schematic. This makes sense, given that they were acquired 
in 1876, seven years before the black paint period, and tends to confirm that Stirling only 
used the black on his own locomotives. 

Note 4: 

In Paragraph 4, the writer refers to the four coupled bogie express locomotives. Both the As 
and Fs were grouped under this heading by the SER, and in describing them as originally 
“invisible green with dark brown frames”, he is simply describing how the As were painted 
originally, following the Cudworth style. This becomes clearer when we understand that 
“Invisible Green” was a paint mix intended for iron structures such as bridges which were 
seen by some as eyesores and the colour was intended to blend them into the background of 
‘nature’ – meadows and trees. Invisible Green can be bought today from paint manufacturers 
specialising in historic colours, and it’s a mid-green described by one maker as a kind of 
grass-green. 
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Unfortunately, some commentators have conflated “in visible green” and “black” to 
suggest that the A or the F classes, or both, were a “dark green almost black”. This is 
not what the writer is saying. When he writes, “aft er this, their colour changed to 
black”, he is confirming that the As were repainted  in black. 

However, the writer’s reference to the 7ft engines is drawing a distinction between the 
classes because the As were 6-footers and Fs were 7-footers. The word “latterly” is replaced 
today by “lately” meaning recently, so that he is describing how the Fs, the 7-footers, were by 
1896 in a new and elaborate style based on medium green. (I describe this below.) 

Again, some commentators have tried to interpret th is as meaning that the Fs 
continued in a green Cudworth style for years after  1883. It does not.  (See Appendix 1: 
The false theory that new Stirling locomotives were green) 

Note 5: 

These are useful descriptions. I return to cabs and number-plates as well as other significant 
features in later sections. 

A Schematic for the 1894 style 

Using the description in Paragraph 4, it is possible to construct an 1894 Green Schematic: 

 
The main body is a ‘medium green’ but my green here is not meant to be a painting guide. 
For that, refer to the later chapter. The lining is a kind of compromise between the Late 
Cudworth black and white lining, and the red lining of the Black Fs. In general, the lining in 
this schematic is closely positioned to that of the red lines of the latter. Quite possibly the 
same templates were used. On the valances and tender frames, the Venetian Red of the 
Cudworth style merges almost completely with the vermilion of the frame lining, and so I have 
made the Venetian Red slightly darker and browner and it begins to look like the later 
SE&CR valance colour. Even so, it is obvious why the extra white line has been added. 

If the red-brown is darkened considerably more, as below, then the red becomes visible, but 
– to my eye – the white then seems unnecessary or wrong. 
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If we jump ahead two years to the introduction of the Stirling B class, Don Bradley notes that 
they “were painted Prussian Green, with vermilion and yellow lining.” This is the same as 
Moore’s description except for the more precise paint name. He continues, “…Deep red 
appeared on the frames, lined in vermilion and pink…” I know of no source for these 
descriptions, and Bradley doesn’t cite one. 

I think it likely that Bradley – or an informant – was conflating Moore’s description for the Fs 
with what can be seen in photos of the Bs. Given that within months the SER had combined 
with the LCDR and within another two years Wainwright’s C class was displaying his new 
painting style, it is not surprising if a written source for the Bs is non-existent.  

What is relevant here is that it’s quite difficult to tell from the lining seen in photos whether the 
Bs are in the SER style or in Wainwight’s. If the tender can be seen to carry the coat of arms, 
then this is confirmation of SER.  In the Wainwright style, the coat of arms has been removed 
from the tender, the two scalloped panels run together, and the initials SE&CR added. 

By referring to photos which are definitely in the 1898 style, I have created the B Class SER 
Schematic.  

 
Note 1: 

The lining on the frames is not as Bradley described it: vermilion and pink. In zoomed photos, 
the inner lines are quite strident, similar to those on the bodywork, and I cannot see the paint 
shop using pink. Accordingly, I have shown the ‘pink’ as white to follow the description of the 
1894 green style. It seems quite possible that the eye might unconsciously ‘bleed’ the red 
into the white, to be seen as pink. (The jpeg conversion has done something similar here, 
and you may need to tilt your screen even to see the white.) 

Note 2: 

The style is obviously very close to that of Fs painted in the 1894 green style. Note that both 
have the half-round splasher trim in black, so maybe it was iron not brass to keep the cost 
down. On the tender, the coat of arms has been added (it is also on the leading splashers of 
both the Fs and Bs), with the scallop decoration adjusted around it. 

Note 3: 

As with the Fs, the SER coat-of-arms is applied to the front driving wheel cover, as can be 
seen in subsequent photos. 

It will not have escaped notice that this style bears more than a passing resemblance to what 
is referred to as the Wainwright style, applied from 1902 to the C class goods, and to all other 
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locomotives in subsequent years. For easy comparison and by referring to photos which are 
definitely in the 1898 style, I have created the B Class SE&CR Schematic. 

 

 
Note 1: 

The body lining is probably placed in identical positions to that of 1898, except that the wider 
pale green band (1” rather than ½” according to scaling in CAD) pushes the inner yellow lines 
further inside, somewhat reducing the dark green area. 

Note 2: 

The boiler bands are painted green with yellow lined edges, but the extra red lines are 
painted on the cladding, something that can also be seen on the restored D class at the 
National Railway Museum. For the previous B Class SER Schematic, I followed this 
‘overflow’, as you can see if you refer back to it. 

Note 3: 

The frame lining is in identical positions to the B Class SER Schematic, except that black 
edging has replaced frame brown, and red has now filled the white lining. If the red was 
painted over the white, then it could appear pink, and might be an eye-witness source for 
Bradley’s description. The addition of an extra yellow line means that the cut-out lining 
crashes the axlebox lining, as can be seen in photos. 

Note 4: 

The twin tender panels around the SER coat-of-arms have been joined, and photo show the 
initials S E & C R spread along the single panel, as in other Wainwright tender locomotives. 
There is a coat-of-arms on the front driving wheel cover, and presumably the SE&CR’s 
replaces the SER’s.  

Note 5: 

Wainwright’s expresses were given a polished yellow brass arc around the outside face of 
the driving wheel covers and while the Bs and B1s retained their equivalent edging, it 
remained in black. The Bs and B1s appear to have iron chimney caps, not copper as the Ds, 
but they were given brass covers on the base of the safety valve. However, the vertical pipes 
of the safety valve seem to have been painted body colour, where the restored D has them in 
polished brass. 

Note 6: 
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Modellers painting Fs and Bs in the 1894 green style should pay careful attention to the lining 
above and below the coupling rod covers which are outside additions, unlike the Wainwright 
Ds, which only had small arced covers over the cranks. 

Stirling photos showing the 1894 Schematic  

I shall now turn to photos in the light of the 1894 Schematics. First the Fs. 

 
At a glance No.11 appears to be conform to the Stirling Black Red & Yellow Schematic. In 
fact, enlargement (below) shows that it is in the 1894 F Green Schematic. Interestingly, the 
black splasher beading and the infill to the tender scallop decoration is clearly darker than the 
body green. 
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A further good example is this shot of No.137: 

 
Finally, the photos of the Fs’ paintwork would not be complete without showing No.240 got up 
for the Paris Exhibition of 1889, apparently in umber (plain or burnt?) with yellow lining out. 
The SER coat-of-arms has been replaced by ONWARD, the Company motto. 

 

An online search for the 1889 Exhibition (the centenary of the French Revolution) reveals 
numerous images, but I have found none of No.240 and, particularly sadly, none in the 
various tinted lithographs. Of course others may exist in private collections or in French 
museums and libraries. The photo above is presumably outside Ashford. 

It is worth noting that here, No.240 has only the automatic vacuum, leading to another 
(probably unanswerable) question. Had the Smith’s simple vacuum pipes been removed 
because they were ‘old-fashioned’, or were all the main line passenger carriages equipped 
with automatic vacuum by this date? Of course, it could be for both reasons. 
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Next the Bs 

The shot of No.455 (below) is probably the best illustration showing all the details, including 
the brass base to the safety valve and a brass cladding ring against the smokebox. As with 
the Fs, the black infill to the scalloped decorations clearly shows up as darker than the body 
colour. 

 
The enlarged detail below is for a modeller attempting the lining. 
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The next two illustrations are interesting because they are said to show No.441 in 1900 

 

The crest is clearly visible on the tender showing the locomotive still to be a B in the SER 
1894 Schematic. They give an indication of the front-of-cab decoration with the brass 
spectacles. Other ¾ shots show the front of the sand-box (built into the front splasher) to be 
lined, with black edging, confirming the green shown in the colour postcard. The front lamps 
are red, and this is the colour used for the D’s lamps at the NRM. (See later section on lamp 
colour.) 

Wainwright gave the Bs one of his boilers, and this next shot shows one in the full Wainwright 
colours. It also shows that a perfectionist modeller will need to line the inside of the tender. 
There is just enough photographic evidence to show that it has the same panels as it did 
when in the SER paintwork. 
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The O Class 
Returning to the earlier Stirling locomotives, there are a number of photos showing them in 
the 1894 paintwork. No.394 is one of the Sharp Stewart Os built in 1893.  

The poor illustration copied from the Railway Magazine is in works livery. Nevertheless, it 
gives a good sense of the 1894 style, and may have been a trial of it, albeit in grey, white and 
black. Overleaf is a detail from a shot taken at Deal of Ashford-built No.80, which entered 
service in 1897. The order of lines and position of the brighter (yellow) ones is indicative of 
the 1894 style. There is no scalloped decorative panel on the cab side, suggesting the Os 
never had them at any period. The lining is very worn around the axleboxes, possibly 
dissolving in the grease from the guides. 

 
In the Wainwright era, many photos show the Os painted in the full style, including scalloped 
decorative panels on the cabs. This was probably the first time they had ever been so 
resplendent. I think it’s true to say that all photos showing Os in full Wainwright style were 
built from 1893. Earlier Os were presumably ending their useful working lives and not worth 
the cost of repainting. 
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The A Class 

Many of the A class seemed to be given the 1894 facelift, as befits express locomotives. 

No.199 (above) was photographed in 1899. The front of cab detail is clearer in the next photo 
of No.163. 

  
Cab front detail is clearer in the late shot of No.163 overleaf, one of the first batch with 
separate sandbox. The cab side detail seems to be odd, in that the profile of the top left of 
the inset panel doesn’t tally with the profile of the edge lining. The broadside shot of No.163 
overleaf explains the oddity: it’s due to a scalloped corner. 
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Once the SE&CR came into being, photos show them re-painted in the full Wainwright. 

 
A comparison of the previous two A class side shots shows how to distinguish between the 
1894 and 1902 paint styles: compare the bands inside the scalloped panels. Dark grey for 
1894, pale grey for 1902, equating to black and pale green. 
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The Q Class 

There are a number of photos of the Q class passenger tanks in the 1894 style. This is 
perhaps the best: 

 
The photo shows scalloped lining on the reverser cylinders.  

No.95 is useful for proportioning the lines on tank and bunker. The edge lining can just be 
made out on the cab side:  

 
Many (all?) of the locomotive were repainted in the Wainwright style, and the example 
overleaf, No.367, shows it applied to one with the higher pitched boiler. 
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The R Class 

This is the only type of Stirling locomotive not derived from ones developed during the pre-
1884 period. They were 0-6-0 shunting tanks and the first batch – with canopy cab roofs and 
scalloped spectacle plates – entered service in 1888-9, long after the black with red lining 
had been introduced. There is only one decent photo of this first group of eight and it has 
been either heavily retouched around the wheels or the lining has been ‘freshened up’ with 
chalk. It is not possible to date it. 

 

No.336 was originally assigned to Bricklayers Arms, but this photo is almost certainly not 
there, and the turntable is probably at Ashford or Folkestone. It may be awaiting a repaint in 
the 1894 style or it might never have received this and could be as late as 1902. It begs the 
question, what was the purpose of the photo? In this condition it can hardly have been to 
record the loco for posterity and perhaps like so many other inexplicable photos of elderly 
locos may have been of a driver about to retire. 
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At a casual glance, No.336 might appear to be 
unlined, but a closer look at the bunker and at 
the bottom front of the tank shows this not to be 
the case (see detail right). The order of lines 
upward from the bottom is: edging lines on 
valance, edging line at bottom of bunker or tank, 
outer scallop decoration line, and inner scallop 
decoration line. This is, as we would expect, 
exactly that of the Stirling Black & Red 
Schematic. As usual with this style the red line 
has almost worn off. 

The valance has had any lower line that might 
have been there retouched in chalk as have the 
wheels. What could appear to be black edging 
lines on the valance to the left and along the top 
are the shadows of the running plate overhang 
and the buffer beam outwards extension.  

 

 

All subsequent Rs from 1890 onwards had the 
familiar rounded cabs. Photos show that some at 
least (those on public view, as at Folkestone?) 
were given the 1894 lining as in the photo below. 

 

 

 

There are many photos showing the Rs in full Wainwright style. It would be worth someone 
interested in the Wainwright period to compile a table of those Rs in full Wainwright to 
attempt to answer the question, “Were they all give the full treatment, or only those on 
passenger services?” 
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As with the Qs, in order to accommodate S E & C R on the tank side, the number-plate is 
moved to the bunker. 

 

  
No.341 is an example of an R given the full Wainwright. This locomotive originally had a 
canopy cab, being from the same series as No.336 discussed at the start of this section, and 
even though here it still has its Stirling boiler (and did until withdrawal), the cab has been 
replaced. In another photo (in the Ken Nunn collection) showing it in SER days, there is no 
lining visible. A modeller wanting to avoid lining might take this as a licence to do so.  
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Summary: Painting and Lining of the Stirling classe s 

• From 1878, new locomotive such as the early Os, and As had green bodies and brown 
valances and frames. The lining, with its black edging and black infill to the white 
scalloped decorative lines is what I call the Stirling Green Schematic  

• From January 1884, there was a completely new style, namely black with red fine-lining, 
which I have called the Stirling Black & Red Schematic. . This was applied to all new-
builds, and to previous Stirlings coming in for re-paints. 

• Some years later, probably after 1889, extra yellow lining is added, which I call the 
Stirling Black Red & Yellow Schematic.   

• From c1893, all new locomotives revert to green and brown, with much more elaborate 
red, yellow and black lining. This I call the 1894 Schematic . It is applied to older Stirlling 
classes, but it’s impossible to know which locomotives and when. When the B class is 
introduced it has a slight variation, which I call the B Class SER Schematic . It’s almost 
the same unless you are a modeller actually painting a B. 

• Once the working union between the SER and the LCDR becomes operative from 
January 1899, an elaborate new style is introduced by Wainwright for his own new 
classes, and it is also applied to the Stirling classes, including goods and shunting 
locomotives. Although the style is new, it owes a lot to the SER’s 1894 Schematic. I have 
shown an example earlier, the B Class SER Schematic.  

As a general note, we should remember that many worn Stirling locomotives remained in 
existence after the introduction of new styles. Modellers worried about applying lining should 
find it fairly easy to find photographic evidence of their chosen locomotive appearing to be in 
unlined black! 

 

 

 

The remaining Cudworths under Stirling 

We really only have Moore’s for the evidence of the continuation of the Late Cudworth 
Schematic until 1896, and therefore probably until disposal if that predated 1900. 

6. The remaining "Cudworth" engines are still painted as formerly; the passenger engines being a 
dark green, with black bands and white lines, the framing a red brown, and the tenders marked 
out in three panels; but the goods engines are a dull olive green, with black bands only. 

Once again, there’s a reference to ‘dark green’ and modellers choosing a colour should go to 
the Colour section. The suggestion that goods locomotives were a dull olive is also covered 
there. The suggestion of ‘black bands only’ has been covered in sections on Cudworth’s 
goods and were probably based on eye-witness statements referring to locomotives near the 
end of their working lives. 

The Hastings Class and the Little Mails were all withdrawn in the first couple of years of 
Stirling’s superintendency and presumably never received his boilers and were still in 
replacement paintwork based on the original. Some Dover Mails received Stirling boilers but 
photos show the original paintwork was retained. By 1890 they had all gone. The 118 class, 
now designated E were updated with Stirling domeless boilers and then designated E1. Even 
when dilapidated they can still be seen to have the original lining out. They were often kept 
smart as in the photo of No.37 overleaf. 
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No.37 still follows the 118 Schematic, but E1 No189 has simplified lining on the side panel 
and the tender has had the decoration reduced to two panels. 

 
There seems to be a considerable degree of randomness about the application of lining and 
the number of tender panels, and I have drawn the simpler side-plate version overleaf as      
118 Schematic 2 . Some historians have tried to call the two versions earlier and later. After 
looking at a huge quantity of 118 photos, I cannot readily go along with this suggestion. 
Plenty of E1s have the scalloped decoration as well as domeless boilers. As for the number 
of tender panels, the majority seem to have 3 panels throughout their lives, and some (e.g. a 
photo of No.42) have Dover Mail tenders retaining their 4 panels. It would be helpful if a list of 
variants could be compiled. 
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All the photos of E1s show them to have lost the cladding ring against the smokebox so that 
the rivets are showing. A nice modelling challenge which can be avoided by choosing a 
locomotive which has only been photographed from the front ¾ position! However, they were 
allowed to retain the brass splasher rim. 

I can find no photos showing the original 118s or the reboilered E1s with the 1894 lining. 
Negative evidence does not prove they did not carry the 1894 paintwork, so modellers who 
like tricky lining might wish to choose an E1 used on cross-country services and give it the 
1894 style. Who can prove you wrong? A number of the locos survived to receive the 
Wainwright paint style. Below is No.247 and modellers should note it has a cladding ring 
between boiler and smokebox, thus avoiding circular rivetting. And doesn’t their painting in 
full Wainwright lend probability to some of them painted the 1894 style? 
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Cudworth Goods 

This discussion picks up on what I have written earlier in this chapter. Here I am only 
referring to late-built reboilered Cudworths of which there were not many. However, 
modellers of the SE&CR might want one of these old locomotives, if only to show off by 
contrast their splendid modern Wainwrights! 

 
No.255 is a later version, built 1875 and seen here with cab and Stirling boiler. The letter A 
dates the photo after June 1900. In the enlargement overleaf, the white lining to the cab is 
clear, but so are scalloped decorations (two) on the tender, faint though they are. If this were 
still the Early Ashford Schematic, I would expect to see the decorative panels higher up, and 
two white lines either side of black infill. There is only a single pale line and this suggests the 
1894 Green Schematic. However, the frames seem only to have a pale line which is the Early 
Ashford version. There is no black edging, and similarly, it is difficult to confirm black bands 
on the tender sides (see enlargement overleaf). 
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It could easily be argued that a goods locomotive nearing the end of its usefulness might not 
be given the full 1894 treatment, and – based on the above photo – I have drawn what I call 
the 1894 Goods Schematic. Modellers should make up their own mind as to whether they 
agree with this. 
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Appendix 2:  The false theory of new green Stirling  locomotives 

In the SECSoc magazine Invicta, No.95 Summer 2020, member and modeller Geoff Stenner 
goes to great lengths to attempt to ‘prove’ that the 1884 black paint style was not applied to 
F, R and later O class locomotives until 1889 and after. He relies entirely on his own 
interpretation of black and white photos. 

To prove this theory, a person would need to show that  

a) grey lines are white not red 
b) black infill between the inner and outer lines of the scalloped decoration proves that 

body colour is green 

In the colour section (pdf 3), I have noted that for vermilion to show up on red it has to be let 
down with white to create a dark pink. In photos of buffer beams, not only those here, but in 
plenty of others, the buffer beams show up as mid-grey, as does the lining. In photos of 
locomotives after 1883 the position of the lines is the same as the white of Cudworth’s paint 
style. A grey line does not prove that the original was white. This is even clearer in photos of 
black locomotives with the later yellow line. In these, the known red shows up as a lighter 
grey than the body black but darker than the yellow. When checked in CAD tracings, the red 
line has not been moved, but the yellow line added inside. 

As for black infill showing the locomotive is in green, this is something of a logical 
impossibility. If the body is black, then the infill is black. Nevertheless, I have checked all of 
Geoff’s examples in high-res digital scans of good prints (some better than Geoff’s), and all I 
can see is that the infill is the same in grey-scale as the nearby body colour. To my mind this 
shows black equals black. It is possible find body colour in lighter or darker shades of grey-
scale, whether green Cudworths or black Stirlings, which is why I have italicised ‘nearby’. 

The clincher is in the history. In Don Bradley’s Locomotive History of the SER (2nd Edition, 
p175), he describes how the very first F class, No.205 was run in on local Ashford services 
painted works grey in December 1883 before returning to be finished in black. He has copied 
this from the Paint Shop register which makes it a very strong source. The locomotive went to 
Bricklayers Arms locomotive shed on 28 December and was rostered for the Continental 
expresses on 3 January 1884. Not only is No.205 the first of the F series, but it’s the first 
locomotive to be painted in the new style and rostered to a flagship service. It is setting an 
example to the world. 

At the same time, carriages began to be repainted in overall crimson lake where previously 
they had been two-tone with pale upper panels. Only when model trains of Cudworth green 
locos and two-tone carriages are placed in proximity to trains with a black Stirling loco and 
all-over crimson lake carriages does it become clear how startling the difference is. Words do 
not convey it. 

Accordingly I would expect that a decision to change the public appearance of locomotives 
from green to black and carriages from two-tone to all-over crimson lake (something that 
these days might be called a ‘rebranding’) would not be taken without being referred 
upwards, quite possibly as high as the Directors. Indeed, it might have originated at the top.  

Geoff would have us believe that the subsequent Fs were outshopped in Cudworth green 
with black and white lining even until 1889, similarly later Qs, and all the first batch of R class 
built in mid-1889. Were this the case, I could see Stirling being hauled to a meeting in 
London for a dressing-down.   

None of this is to dispute that the As and early Os would have lingered on in Cudworth’s 
green style for two or three years until due for a repaint, when the black was applied. 
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Appendix 3: the interpretation of black and white p hotos  

Photos are not as objective as some would like to believe. First comes the subjectivity of the 
photographer. Which way does he point the camera? At the fine locomotive or the battered 
old wagon? Which print will sell best? 

In general, railway photographers rely on natural light. This is fine if the day is reasonably 
bright and the light is behind the photographer. Too much sunlight and the shadows are very 
dark and brightwork very bright. This can cause apparent white lines which are actually only 
highlights of edges. Too overcast and everything is a uniform grey. 

The developer working with chemicals can compensate by using different types of paper after 
examining the negative for its contrast. However, if the light was in the ‘wrong’ place (actually 
the immovable object) there may be flaring (as in the exhibition photo of Folkstone), or one 
side of the picture may have too much contrast and the other too little. Again, by partly 
removing the paper during developing, these defects can be corrected. Another correction is 
to use the hand or piece of card to shade parts of the photo and not others. All these are 
possible explanations for why lining can be seen on some surfaces and not others. It’s 
important to examine every part of a locomotive photograph before concluding there is no 
lining. 

Today, most of us look at scans of copies of early photographs. This adds another level of 
uncertainty depending on the settings of the scanner, particularly the resolution. Zooming in 
with the viewing software reaches a point when the image breaks up – pixellation. If the 
original had only a low resolution, such as the 50dpi often used on-line, interpretation is badly 
hampered for the kind of analysis I have attempted. 

Photographic historians recommend the use of raw bitmap files such as .tif, but these must 
be used with high resolution and then result in extremely large files. My experience is that 
saving as medium .jpg (jpeg) is a good compromise. The algorithms reduce the grey-scale a 
little (skies look flatter with reduced clouds) but don’t affect the pixellation. Minute mechanical 
detail such as we want to look at in transport photos is not affected at all, as far as I can tell, 
having compared tif files and jpegs. 

However, for this treatise I have spent a lot of time zooming into photos to make out whether 
there is a different grey either side of lining. There seems to be a rule that the higher the 
zoom, provided there is still reasonable focus and before pixellation, the less the infill looks 
dark. There may be two processes at work here. One is that the apparent darker infill when 
the scan is roughly the same size as the original may be the result of the jpeg algorithms. 
The other is that the human brain (mine at least) seems to averages variations of grey-scale 
across surfaces. This is where there may be an advantage to viewing a print through the 
magnified but restricted view of a jeweller’s loupe. The equivalent in high zoom is to make a 
viewing circle of a slightly opened fist – a pretend telescope – and move it around to view 
different areas of the lining. 
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